1. Sport results evaluation
All sport disciplines are evaluated separately and first three places are decorated.
Evaluated are also first six places that bring points to the ranking of the teams, for more details see
„team evaluation “.
Some sports are evaluated in categories men, women, mix and also in age categories, for more details
see „disciplines specifications “.
If there is no mix category defined in a discipline, where man and woman nominate, these will be
classified in men category.

2. Team evaluation
In Each discipline (category) first six places are evaluated according to the point schedule – see below.
In total results the winning team has the highest point score.
In the case that the team starts in every sport discipline of the program, in total result will be one
discipline with lowest point score cancelled.
By the equality of score points by the teams in total results, the better one will have more higher
placements in the sport disciplines.
In case there are less than 6 participants in one category, the points are distributed according to the
point schedule, with the most ranked places being cancelled depending on the missing number of
participants up to six.
Example:
In ski touring start three participants. First place brings for the team 32 points. Second place takes 24
points and third place brings for the team 16 points.
If a single competitor starts in any discipline, he / she gets 16 points for the company if he / she
regularly completes the required discipline.
Multiple discipline occupation
In sport disciplines where are nominated more participants from one team, the overall team result
counts only one - the best competitor in the sport - regardless of category, whether male or female,
younger or older).
Example:
In cross-country skiing start three men and three women from one team. Two of the men are placed eg.
1st and 2nd place, one of the women eg. 3rd place. Each of them will be decorated within the discipline
and will receive the appropriate medal. HOWEVER: Only one result is included in the total score point
ranking – the best – 80 points.
Cancelled classification points in the total score point result have their importance. These
points stay occupied and the opponents do not get them anymore.
Example:
In cross-country skiing start in one category three participants from one team. They finnished at 1.,2.
and 3. place. The team in the score point result gets only 80 points, but the competitor finished at 4.
place gets for his team only 32 points.
Score point schedule:
Placement:
1.
2.
Points:
80
60

3.
40

4.
32

5.
24

6.
16

3. Country evaluation
The order of success of countries determines medals from individual disciplines (Olympic system).
In the overall ranking of countries, the country with the highest number of gold medals wins, followed by
countries with less gold medals. In case of equality of number of gold medals decides the number of
silver medals and by further equality decides the number of bronze medals.

